centorMail MAX  
VERTICALLY WEIGHS, AND PROCESSES MAIL WITHOUT PRESORTING.
**centorMail MAX**

**DIGITAL MAILING SYSTEM**

From postcards to letters, even flats and parcels – the CentorMail MAX is built to perform reliably, processing all formats of mail promptly and dependably. With a nearly 1” pass-through, the widest in the industry, oversized mail and #10 envelopes are processed with the same speed and efficiency. Processing up to 140 letters per minute, the CentorMail MAX is perfect for heavy mail processing.

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- Extended Feeder Deck Option
- Envelope Conveyor-Stacker Option
- Backlit LCD Display
- Incoming Mail Mode
- Interfaces with Shipping & Accounting Software
- Vertical Envelope Transport
- Integrated Label Dispenser
- Optional 10lb. Integrated Scale (upgradeable to 15lb.)
- Envelope Exit Tray
- 24/7 Postage Download
- Convenient Storage Bins
- In-Line Dynamic Scale Option
- Power Sealer
- Extended Departmental Accounting
- Shape-Based Pricing (SBP) Compliant
- Information-Based Indicia Program (IBIP) Compliant
- HP® Technology Inkjet Delivery System

1. **Vertical Feeding**
   Perfect for catalogs and other bulky mailings.

2. **True Mixed Mail Processing**
   No presorting of mail required at all!

3. **Easy Paper Path Access**
   Enables quick and easy access should a jam occur.

4. **Feeder Thickness Control**
   Keeps misfeeds and multiple feeds from occurring.

5. **Envelope Moistener**
   Pre-moistens envelopes for immediate sealing.

6. **Dynamic Scale**
   Automatically calculates the weight of mail pieces without a break in the process.

7. **Automatic Label Dispenser**
   Easily prints quick postage labels.

8. **Master/User Card**
   Allows for advanced user security.
KEY ADVANTAGES

EXCLUSIVE VERTICAL FEEDER
The CentorMail MAX is perfect for large and bulky mailings up to nearly one inch thick. A tension control with four levels enables swift processing of all sizes of mixed mail. And the vertical envelope transport draws from a stack and meters letters in every format.

CONVENIENTLY WEIGH & RATE ALL SIZE MAIL
The integrated 10lb. optional scale calculates postage rates for larger pieces. It weighs the letter, calculates, and displays the correct postage. For oversized packages, print the indicia on an adhesive label, delivered by the integrated label dispenser.

OPTIONAL MAILING & ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
Unlimited cost accounting and reporting capabilities that conveniently manage and evaluate postage used. Generate reports and also utilize USPS® Confirmation Services.

CHANGE PRINT HEADS FASTER & EASIER
The EasyConnect Bulk Ink System delivers long-lasting, high-quality printing while minimizing ink print head changes and increasing ink yield.

RELOAD POSTAGE EFFORTLESSLY
At the touch of a button, instantly download postage funds through FP TeleSet.

AVAILABLE COMPONENT
CM CONVEYOR-STACKER
Add the optional CM Conveyor-Stacker for maximum throughput of up to 350 pieces.

9 Optional 10 lb. Integrated Scale
Weighs and calculates correct postage. Upgradeable to 15 lbs.

10 Convenient Storage Bins
Store all of your supplies in these easy-access storage bins.

11 Backlit User Interface
Clear digital image for easy reading.

12 Automatic Postage
Secure postage download using FP TeleSet.

13 Power Sealer
Allows for efficient one-step sealing process.

14 Envelope Exit Tray
Neatly stacks and organizes mail.

15 Optional External Scale
Up to 150 lbs.
SPECIFICATIONS

Speed
up to 120 or 140 letters per minute

Material size
3” x 5” to 10” x 14”

Material thickness
up to 0.8”

Print technology
HP Inkjet Technology

Imprints per cartridge set
up to 26,000 without ads

IBIP compliant
yes

SBP Compliant
yes

User interface
backlit LCD display with softkeys

Label dispenser
yes

Postage scale
integrated up to 10 lbs., upgradeable to 15 lbs.

IBIP compliant
yes

SBP Compliant
yes

Departmental accounts
100 or 300

Account security
master/user cards

Advertisements memory
15 custom ads

Names for accounts/ads
alpha-numeric, user-defined

Postage endorsements
8 standard

SMS–text messages
8 user-defined

Programmable jobs
20 user-defined

Software options
mailing & accounting software available

Dimensions (w/ exit tray)
45.9” (W) x 21.3” (D) x 13.4” (H)

Weight
44.8 lbs.

Power
115V, 60 Hz, 1.0 A, 115W

Noise emission
up to 67 dB

OPTIONAL COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS

Base/Feeder/Sealer/Exit Tray

Dimensions
73” (L) x 21.5” (W) x 13.3” (H)

Weight
94.8 lbs.

Base/Feeder/Sealer/Exit Tray/Dynamic Scale

Dimensions
94.5” (L) x 21.5” (W) x 13.3” (H)

Weight
124.6 lbs.

Base w/ options

Mixed mail feeding
yes

Feeder letter capacity
110 standard, 280 with extended deck

Sealing fluid
Sealit

Conveyor–Stacker

Dimensions
55” (L) x 16” (W) x 7.5” (H)

Weight
67 lbs.

Letter capacity
up to 350 envelopes

FP Frankie says
“Process mixed mail, Dynamic Scale, vertical feeding... CentorMail MAX hits the target every time.”